Fra(X)(q27.2), the common fragile site, observed in only one of 760 cases studied for the fragile X syndrome.
Cell cultures from 760 whole blood, amniotic fluid, chorionic villus sample, and peripheral umbilical blood sample specimens were exposed to multiple fra(X)(q27.3) induction systems (none had aphidicolin). Fifty-three exhibited the rare fragile site, fra(X)(q27.3) or FRAXA, none of which demonstrated the common fragile site or FRAXD at band Xq27.2. Only one cell in one of the negative whole blood FUdR-treated cultures from a mentally retarded male showed FRAXD. Therefore, it appears that FRAXD occurs very rarely in cultures treated to induce FRAXA since only one positive cell was observed in over 88,000 analyzed. It appears that very low frequencies of fra(X)(q27) can be accounted for only in part by the presence of the common fragile site since only one of 9 cases, each with one fra(X)(q27) positive cell, exhibited FRAXD and the others were FRAXA. After confirmation of FRAXA with direct DNA testing in a large number of low frequency cases, it should be possible to rely on the detection of very low frequencies of fra(X)(q27.3), e.g., 1% with at least 2 positive cells.